Process to Apply for IUT Admission Test through SMS

1. Send SMS from any prepaid TeleTalk mobile. Type the following with a space between each word:
   a. IUT
   b. First 3 letters of HSC education board
   c. HSC Examination Roll Number
   d. HSC passing year
   e. First 3 letters of SSC education board
   f. SSC Examination Roll Number
   g. SSC passing year

   [First 3 letters of the Education Boards are – Barishal (BAR), Chittagong (CHI), Comilla (COM), Dhaka(DHA), Dinajpur (DIN), Jessore (JES), Rajshahi (RAJ), Sylhet (SYL), Madrasah (MAD), Vocational Education (VOC)]

   Example SMS: IUT DHA 123456 2016 DHA 234567 2014
   [In this example the applicant has passed the HSC and SSC examinations under Dhaka board. His/her Roll Numbers in the HSC and SSC examinations are 123456 and 234567, respectively; and s/he passed the HSC and SSC examinations in the years 2016 and 2014, respectively.]

2. If the SMS is sent with correct information, the applicant will receive an SMS with his/her name, admission fees and a PIN to get the applicant’s approval.

3. The approval from the applicant has to be sent by another SMS from a Teletalk mobile to 16222 with sufficient balance. The content of the SMS shall contain the following with a space between each word:
   a. IUT
   b. YES (indicates the approval for the money deduction)
   c. PIN (received from TeleTalk in the previous SMS)
   d. Personal mobile number of the applicant (any operator). This mobile number will be used for further communication for IUT admission.

   Example SMS: IUT YES 87654321 01XXXXXXXXX

   **Note that the above approval SMS with the word YES will deduct an amount of 1000 BDT from the TeleTalk mobile as the admission application fees. An application will not be valid until the approval SMS is sent successfully which is indicated by the deduction of the above amount.**

4. Applicants of O/A level require to collect a code from the IUT by completing a preregistration on the IUT admission webpage (www.iut-dhaka.edu/admission). Then the applicant has to send an SMS from a Teletalk prepaid mobile to 16222 containing the following words with a space between each word:
   a. IUT
   b. GCE (indicates applicants of O/A level)
c. Applicant’s code (acquired from IUT website)

d. Passing year of A level

Example SMS: IUT GCE 123456 2016

[In this example 123456 is the code collected from IUT website and 2016 is the A level passing year.]

If any candidates passed O level and then passed the HSC examination, then s/he has to collect the code from IUT website and follow the procedure in step 4.

Admission Test Related Announcements through SMS

1. An SMS will be sent to each of the candidates eligible for the IUT admission test by 14 November, 2016 Noon. The SMS will contain a password. Each candidate has to upload a color photograph on the IUT admission page to generate the IUT Admission Admit Card using the password sent by the SMS within 14-17 Nov 2016. Please note that applicant’s admission test roll number will be automatically printed in the generated admit card.

2. Another SMS will be sent to each Applicant, who will sit for Admission test 2016, containing previously provided password by 25 November, 2016. Each applicant has to submit his department choice using that password and exam roll by 27 November. Candidates failing to provide department choice will be eliminated from admission process

N.B.:

1. Multiple applications for different candidates can be submitted using the same mobile number, but in the second step during the period of sending approval, applicant must has to provide his/her personal number (of any operator) for future communication.

2. Application can be submitted at any time during the day or night, even in holidays from 25 August to 02 October 11:59 PM.

3. Application cannot be withdrawn once it has been submitted.

4. Once 1000 BDT has been deducted from the Taletalk mobile for an application, the application will be considered as valid; no need to apply again in case of any problem.

If problem occurs at any stage of the application submission process, any applicant passing under any Bangladesh Education Boards can send an SMS to 16222 by writing

IUT help PIN xxxxxxxx

using any prepaid Teletalk number. In place of xxxxxxxx, applicant must use the previously received PIN. If the PIN is not available, send the following SMS

IUT help HSC_Board Roll_No Year

HSC_Board has to be replaced with first three letters of HSC board, Roll_No has to be replaced with HSC roll number and Year has to be replaced with HSC passing year.

5. First 2500 applicants according to the merit list will get the chance to participate in the admission test. Rules for preparing the merit list are available on the IUT website.

6. On the day of admission test the applicant must bring Admit card generated from IUT website plus admit card of HSC/ALIM/Equivalent exam or passport or the identification card of the last educational institution (with picture attached to it).